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This Software Disclosure Form is a form for use by University of Georgia faculty, staff, and students when they must report the creation of intellectual property. Do not use if disclosing any other form of invention, even other types of “copyrightable” material.
 
“Software” normally comprises two elements: an algorithm and the code. While the algorithm is protectable under US Patent Law, the code is protectable under Copyright Law. Images, such a GUI, web pages, etc. generated by software are also protectable under Copyright Law. Registration is not necessary for the code to enjoy protection under US and foreign copyright law. Software, in the context of this form, also includes “apps”, web pages, web-services and portals.
 
Upon receipt of this form and the required supporting materials, your software disclosure will be officially docketed and assigned to a manager at UGARF's Technology Commercialization Office with the most relevant scientific or commercial background, who will evaluate both the algorithm (if applicable) and the code, for protectability and commercial potential. See the last page of this form for instructions on how to submit.
 
Originators should download and review the University of Georgia Intellectual Property Policy:
www.ovpr.uga.edu/tco/researchers/
 
2. 	Novelty
If only the algorithm is new, please use the Invention Disclosure Form instead of this Software Disclosure Form. The Invention Disclosure Form can be downloaded from http://www.ovpr.uga.edu/docs/forms/tco/pdf/Invention-Disclosure.pdf 
	Please select only a. or b. below:
         
         a.
                  Please select only one option below:
		i..
                  
                  ii.
		iii.
		iv.
.         
 
         b.
 
         c.         
 
Doe the code include/embed portions copied from other sources? (e.g., "Numerical Recipes" series, or other publications?
If "yes",  the manager assigned to this case will contact you to discuss.
Please also give full reference for the source (e.g., if from a website, give the web address, if from a book, full book citation, etc.)
Inclusion of certain third party materials under certain circumstances, may not hinder our ability to protect and /or commercialize the software. 
         d.         
 
Doe the software access or use any third party code?
If "yes", please explain and include the name of the copyright holder for that code. 
Please also give full reference for the source (e.g., if from a website, give the web address, if from a book, full book citation, etc.)
3.         Brief description (1-3 paragraphs) of the software. What it does, which problem it solves, how it would be used commercially and how it is better than (not only different from) other similar programs.  Please include any known limitations of the software.
6.	Is the software used to control machinery (e.g., robotics)?
	If yes, have you also developed the hardware?
If hardware was developed and a working prototype is available, please consider also filing an “Invention Disclosure” which can be downloaded from http://www.ovpr.uga.edu/docs/forms/tco/pdf/Invention-Disclosure.pdf .  
Photos, diagrams and videos of the hardware and its operation may, optionally, be included in this software disclosure, as supporting information.
 
7.          Originators
	a.
Of the algorithm: Please, list the individuals that conceived and/or modified the original algorithm leading to its final form.
Inventor Names and Pertinent Information        Provide complete Information; attach additional pages if necessary.
	b.
Of the code: Please, list the individuals that  created and optimized the code.  Do not include individuals whose contribution was to simply enter the code into a computer or to run it through a compiler, if by doing so they did not optimize the code.
Inventor Names and Pertinent Information        Provide complete Information; attach additional pages if necessary.
8.     How was the work leading to the invention funded?
            Please note that under certain circumstances this information may be required by both Federal and State laws.
Funding
Source
Agency, Institution or Co.
Grant Number
Grant Title
*    Federal Government Support:  In addition to the recognized granting agencies, support received under the HATCH ACT, the McINTIRE-STENNIS                       COOPERATIVE FORESTRY ACT, or the ANIMAL HEALTH AND DISEASE ACT, should be listed.
** State Support:  This should include funds received from the University of Georgia and University of Georgia Research Foundation, Inc., the Georgia Research Alliance, and any other state funding initiatives.
9.     Commercialization Information (optional).  List any companies that you believe would be interested in the invention. Please provide a name and phone contacts where available.
Company	
Contact Name
Phone
	a	Has it been documented? 
A2.	Has the algorithm been published, whether in written or oral form?		
In the case of written publications, please provide bibliographic reference(s):
 A4.	 Has the code been published?		
In the case of written publications, please provide bibliographic reference(s):
    If you plan to publish the code, please insert the following mark:
    © YYYY - University of Georgia Research Foundation, Inc., where YYYY is the year in A3, above 
B1.         Please, attach a copy of the code (please, include and highlight any third party code) as per item 2a. Digital media is accepted, if files can be opened by a MS Office application or Adobe Reader. 
 
B2.          Please, attach the full diagram for the algorithm, explaining the function of each element.
 
B3.          (Optional) If you want to include screen shots please, attach color printouts.
 
To submit this form and supporting information. (electronic submission, including all supporting information,  to  
TCO@uga.edu is preferred):
 
 
Completed Invention Disclosure Form and supporting materials may also be sent  by mail to:
TCO/UGARF
808 Boyd Graduate Studies Research Center
Athens, GA 30602-7411
 
Use a sealed envelope marked “CONFIDENTIAL” and direct it to the attention of “Coordinator of Intellectual
Property” 
 
Or faxed to 706-542-3837
 .
If you have any questions, please contact the Technology Commercialization Office at (706) 542-5944.
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